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Abstract—Energy reduction is a key objective in cloud computing, with DRAM memories being responsible for a significant portion of the energy consumption of data center nodes.
Improving DRAM energy efficiency is challenging, mainly due
to the increased manufacturing variability inherent in DRAM
production. As a protection against variability induced faults,
vendors prefer to adopt very conservative margins for DRAM
operating parameters, such as the refresh rate and supply voltage,
in order to guarantee correct operation even in the worst process
variation and operating conditions. In this paper, we investigate
the exploitation of DRAM margins to improve energy efficiency
in data center nodes. Any non-judicious relaxation of these
parameters may result in DRAM errors which may, in turn,
violate the service level agreement (SLA) between the provider
and the customer, thus triggering penalties. We introduce a model
that captures the most important aspects of job management and
system configuration. We also introduce RM-DRAM, a scheduling
and node configuration policy that exploits the extended margins
of DRAMs to reduce the operator cost by considering the
trade-off between the cost of energy consumption and potential
SLA violations. RM-DRAM also employs cost-aware (rather than
threshold-based) VM consolidation. We extract the parameters
used in the simulation (particularly power consumption and
error rates) through characterization of a commercial ARMbased server. We perform simulations to evaluate the effectiveness
of our approach and show that significant gains, up to 34.84%
and 29.53% in energy and cost, respectively, can be achieved
compared with a state-of-the-art policy.
Index Terms—DRAM reduced margins, energy efficiency,
scheduling, cost effectiveness

I. I NTRODUCTION
Data centers account for 2-3% of the worldwide energy
consumption and the main contributor to this energy consumption are enterprise servers which represent around 60%
of the overall data center energy [1]. Recent studies show
that Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) is rapidly
becoming a major power consumer on servers, already contributing a significant fraction (around 30%) of the total power
consumption of the node [2], [3]. As the memory footprint
of generated data increases, raising the pressure for higher
DRAM densities, it is expected that the power consumed
by DRAMs will keep growing, thus requiring immediate
attention [4].
However, scaling down the DRAM energy is extremely
challenging, due to the adoption by manufacturers of conservative voltage margins and frequent refresh cycles to address
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the increased variability of cell retention time within, and
across DRAM chips [5]. To address the inherent limited
cell retention time, modern DRAMs employ an Auto-Refresh
mechanism that periodically recharges all cells at a specific
refresh period (RP ). Conventionally, the refresh period is
determined based on the worst case retention time across all
manufactured cells, which is estimated assuming extremely
rare, worst-case combinations of operating conditions (e.g.
extremely high temperature and worst-case access and stored
data patterns), also including an additional non-negligible
safety guardband [6]. Based on that philosophy, DDRx technologies adopt the same refresh period (i.e 64 ms, or 32 ms
in case of high temperature) even if, in reality, most cells
may have much higher retention time. Such a pessimistic
refresh period leads to considerable power and performance
overheads, which are expected to worsen as DRAM densities
increase. It has been projected that future 64 Gb DRAM chips
will spend 35% of the memory power and 25% of the available
DRAM chip bandwidth on refreshes only [7]. Similarly to the
refresh period, the nominal supply voltage (VDD ), of DRAMs
is chosen conservatively, based on pessimistic assumptions,
further hampering the DRAM energy scaling.
This reality has turned the attention on schemes that tradeoff DRAM energy with reliability by either adopting high
refresh periods only for few cells [7], [8] or by exploiting the
inherent error resiliency of various applications to find phases
that can relax the refresh period [9]–[12].
Even though many works have studied DRAM reliability,
to the best of our knowledge, none of them systematically
investigated reliability, energy and cost gains in data centers by
operating DRAMs under relaxed parameters. In fact previous
work on the reduction of energy consumption of data centers
has focused only on CPUs, mainly targeting better consolidation of Virtual Machines (VMs) [13] and exploitation of
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [14].
In this paper, we study the trade-off between the reduced
energy cost due to operation at extended margins and the SLA
violation penalties due to the increased probability of DRAM
errors. Compared with [13], the results from our experiments
indicate 34.84% energy gains at the plug in nodes with 512
GB DRAM at 50◦ C. Out of this reduction, 16.69% is due to
the relaxation of the DRAM refresh period, and the rest due

A. Nodes and DRAM operating points

Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed approach.

to more effective VM consolidation. This energy reduction
translates to 29.53% reduced costs for the data center operator.
Moreover, energy and cost gains are higher in nodes with
larger memory capacity, which shows that our approach will
scale favorably in future data-dominated data centers. The
contributions of this paper are the following:
•

•

•
•

We introduce an analytic and architecture-agnostic model,
which considers the trade-off between the reduction of
energy consumption due to extended margins configuration of DRAMs and the risk of potential SLA violations.
Based on the model, we introduce Reduced-Margins
DRAM (RM-DRAM), a novel, cost-driven scheduling
and node configuration policy for cloud data centers.
This policy considers DRAM configuration at extended
operating points, on top of cost-aware VM consolidation.
We evaluate our approach in Cloudsim [15] using Google
traces [16].
We derive a realistic node profile to drive the simulations
by characterizing and modelling the workload aware
reliability and power effects of the DRAM operation
at extended points on an ARM-based, 64-bit Ampere
Computing X-Gene2 server system. The model uses features available in Google traces (such as CPU utilization,
memory footprint and memory access rate). ARM-based
servers lately attract significant attention due to their
power efficiency [17], thus our work is timely.

Figure 1 illustrates the main elements of our approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sections II
and III we introduce the system model, and the RM-DRAM
policy, respectively. In Section IV we discuss the methodology
and results of the characterization of DRAM error and power
behavior on the X-Gene2 system. Section V discusses the
experimental evaluation and comparison of RM-DRAM with
a data center scheduling policy focused on energy optimization [13]. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. P ROBLEM M ODELING
This section introduces an analytic model for the estimation
of the data center operating cost with DRAM operation at
reduced margins. It captures key server configuration and VM
scheduling aspects, while making realistic assumptions that
simplify the problem formulation without loss of generality.

We assume a data center with N server nodes ni , 1 ≤
i ≤ N . All nodes have the same CPU and DRAM capacity,
denoted by CP U and M em, respectively. The DRAM of each
node ni operates at refresh period RPi . By default, this is set
to a predefined nominal value, which is the same for all nodes.
It is possible to increase the DRAM refresh period beyond the nominal value to exploit the available cell retention
margins. This can reduce power consumption, at the risk of
introducing errors to the system. The impact of increased
refresh periods in terms of system power consumption and
errors is discussed in Section IV.
B. Workload – VMs
Each job is packaged as a VM (the notion of a VM serves
as an abstraction for isolated/contained execution). Let there
be M different VMs V Mm , 1 ≤ m ≤ M , which are submitted
for execution in the data center at various points in time.
Each VM has different peak resource requirements (we focus
on CPU and memory), declared in a service level agreement
(SLA) to be respected by the provider.
be the peak memory requirement of V Mm
Let M emSLA
m
specified in the SLA. We assume that the requested memory
is allocated in full before a VM starts running and remains
allocated to the VM during its entire execution. While hypervisors typically apply transparent page sharing to a limited
extent in order to facilitate memory overcommit, in this
model we assume that memory is not shared among VMs.
This assumption simplifies resource management and error
accounting, without affecting the validity of the model.
SLA
be the upper bound for the CPU
Similarly, let CP Um
capacity that will be requested by V Mm , also defined in
the SLA. This is expressed as the percentage of the full
CPU capacity of the node. CPU requirements are, however,
SLA
req
be
≤ CP Um
characterized by high volatility. Let CP Um
the CPU capacity that is requested by V Mm at runtime, again
expressed as a fraction of the full CPU capacity.
C. VM scheduling
The scheduling/placement of VMs on nodes is performed
periodically. Each period p has a fixed length, divided to K
timeslots of slotT time units each. For simplicity, we assume
that new VMs are accepted and existing VMs terminate at the
boundaries of scheduling periods. We use a binary matrix L
to encode whether V Mm is live during period p (V Mm was
submitted for execution before p and has not yet terminated).
If V Mm is live then L[m, p] = 1, otherwise L[m, p] = 0.
Between periods, the scheduler decides and applies (a) the
placement of new VMs and migrations of existing VMs to
nodes, and (b) the refresh period RPi,p for the DRAMs of
each node ni for the next period p.
The assignment of VMs to nodes for the period p is encoded
in the binary hosting matrix H, where H[i, m, p] = 1 if ni
hosts V Mm during p, else H[i, m, p] = 0. A node ni must
have enough P
memory to accommodate the VMs assigned to
M
it: M emi ≥ m=1 H[i, m, p] × M emSLA
m . We assume that

the number of nodes is sufficient to accommodate all live
VMs at any point in time (data center has ample capacity)
and that every live VM is placed on some node, in other
words L[m, p] = 1 ⇔ ∃ni : H[i, m,
PNp] = 1. Given that each
VM is assigned to a single node i=1 H[i, m, p] = 1 ∀m :
L[m, p] = 1.
Apart from placing new VMs on nodes, the scheduler may
decide to migrate existing VMs to different nodes. Let M igm
be the number of timeslots needed for the migration of V Mm .
We assume that VMs are stateless hence there is no need to
explicitly transfer and restore any internal state. Nevertheless,
migrations take some time to complete due to signalling and
VM startup overheads. Without loss of generality, we assume
that 1 ≤ M igm  K, i.e., the startup time of a migrated VM
is at least one timeslot but much shorter than the scheduling
period [18]. In the experiments discussed in Section V, we
assume that M igm is linear to the VM’s memory footprint
M emSLA
m .
We use matrix X to capture the migration overhead, where
X[i, m, p, k] = 1 if V Mm actually runs on ni in the kth
timeslot of period p, otherwise X[i, m, p, k] = 0. If V Mm is
scheduled for migration on ni in p, then X[i, m, p, k] will be
0 for 0 ≤ k ≤ M igm − 1 where V Mm is still in its startup
phase, while X[i, m, p, k] will be 1 for M igm ≤ k < K.
Finally, we define the workload of node ni during period p
as Wi,p = {V Mm |H[i, m, p] = 1}. This is the set of all VMs
that are scheduled for execution on the node for that period.
The workload may change between periods, as follows
lef t
new
Wi,p = Wi,p−1 − Wi,p
+ Wi,p

(1)

lef t
where Wi,p
is the set of VMs that have terminated in the
previous period or are scheduled for migration to another node,
new
and Wi,p
are the VMs placed on the node in this period due
to new VM arrivals or migrations.

D. Errors due to relaxed refresh rate of DRAMs
Server DRAMs are equipped with error checking and correction (ECC) circuitry. Depending on the algorithm used,
ECCs can detect-and-correct up to a certain number of bit
errors (detected correctable errors - CEs) and detect-only up
to an additional number of errors per memory word (detected
uncorrectable errors - UEs). In the following, we explain how
we incorporate the effects of CEs and UEs in our model.
1) Correctable errors (correction/logging overhead): CEs
are not fatal for node operation and VM execution. Still,
their logging and correction takes away a portion of the CPU
capacity, which effectively increases the overall system load.
We calculate the CPU capacity required for the logging and
correction of CEs that occur in ni during p as
CE
CP Ui,p
=

overhead
× CEi,p × CP U CE
K × slotT × cores

(2)

where overhead and CP U CE are the required amount of time
and CPU capacity for reporting and respectively correcting a
CE, cores is the number of cores on the CPU, and CEi,p is

the total number of CEs that occur in ni during p. In turn, we
let
CEi,p =

M
X

H[i, m, p] × CEi,m,p

(3)

m=1

where CEi,m,p is the expected number of CEs in V Mm during
p on ni when the DRAM refresh period is set to RPi . Since
VMs do not share memory, it is reasonable to assume that CEs
occur in different VMs independently.
2) Uncorrectable errors (crash failures): UEs can be detected, but they cannot be corrected. The default behavior in
most popular operating systems, such as Linux, is a kernel
panic. Hence we assume that UEs lead to a node crash.
UE
We let Pi,m,p
represent the probability of V Mm suffering
an UE when running on node ni during period p. A node will
crash as soon as one of the hosted VMs suffers an UE. Given
that VMs do not share memory, any VM is a candidate to
independently suffer an UE and a single UE is sufficient to
crash the node, the probability of ni failing in period p equals


[
P f ailRPi,p = P 
U Ei,m,p 
(4)
V Mm ∈Wi,p

Taking a pessimistic approach, we assume that such a node
crash always occurs at the beginning of a period and that all
VMs that are hosted on the crashed node remain unavailable
during the entire period. At the same time, we assume that
the VMs of a failed node can be restarted / rescheduled in the
next period on another node without further delay.
E. CPU load and CPU capacity allocation to VMs
The CPU load of a node in a given timeslot is equal to the
total effective requested CPU capacity of all VMs running on
it. Moreover, the load increases if CEs occur at the node. Thus
the total load of ni in timeslot k or period p is estimated as
Loadi,k =

M
X

req
CE
(X[i, m, p, k] × CP Um,p
) + CP Ui,p

(5)

m=1

In turn, the CPU capacity allocated to each VM in a given
timeslot depends on whether the node is under- or over-loaded:

req

if Loadi,k ≤ 1

X[i, m, p, k] × CP Um,p
CE
alloc
X[i,
m,
p,
k]
×
(1
−
CP
U
)
CP Um,k =
i,p
req

CP Um,p

×
if Loadi,k > 1
CE
Loadi,k −CP Ui,p

(6)
If a node is under-loaded, every VM running on it will get
the requested CPU capacity. Otherwise, the available CPU
capacity, after taking into account the handling of CEs, is
shared among VMs proportionally to their requests. Here we
assume equal VM priorities, but it is straightforward to adapt
the model to a priority-based CPU allocation scheme.

F. SLA violation cost
A VM may not get the requested CPU capacity at every
timeslot. In these cases, the provider pays an SLA violation
penalty to the VM owner.
The SLA violation cost is modeled similarly to [19]. Concretely, we assume it is equal to the product of the normalized
extent of the violation (expressed as the difference between
SLA
the provisioned CPU capacity CP Um
and the one that was
alloc
SLA
actually allocated CP Um,k , divided by CP Um
), and the
duration of the violation. For any given timeslot k, this is
SLA
alloc
CP Um
− CP Um,k
×SlotT ×P ricem
SLAVi,m,k = qm ×
SLA
CP Um
(7)
where qm is a multiplier that increases the severity of the
penalty according to the importance of V Mm , and P ricem
is the price charged to the client for executing V Mm for
a time unit, as both agreed in the SLA. Equation 7 applies
to all sources of SLA violations for V Mm : migrations, node
overloads and node failures.
Based on the above, the SLA violation cost over an entire
period for all VMs hosted on a node ni that does not fail, is
nof ail
SLAVi,p
=

M
K X
X

X[i, m, p, k] × SLAVi,m,k

(8)

k=1 m=1

If ni fails, none of the VMs will get any CPU capacity, in
which case the total SLA violation cost for period p is

f ail
SLAVi,p
= K ×SlotT ×

M
X

H[i, m, p]×qm ×P ricem (9)

m=1

G. Energy costs
Let P ower(RPi,p , u) be the power consumed by node ni
with a DRAM refresh period RPi,p and CPU utilization u.
In turn, the CPU utilization of ni in timeslot k is given by
ui,k = min{Loadi,k , 1}. Then, assuming a fixed U nitP rice
for energy, the total energy cost for ni over period p is
Energyi,p = U nitP rice ×

K
X

P ower(RPi,p , ui,k ) × SlotT

k=1

(10)
Note that if ni is not assigned any VMs in p, it will remain
idle and its utilization u for that period will be 0. In our
experiments, we assume that idle nodes are shut-down. In the
same spirit, we assume that failed nodes do not consume any
energy during the entire period where the crash failure occurs.
H. Operating cost
Finally, the cost for operating node ni during period p, assuming it assigned workload Wi,p and its DRAM is configured
to operate with refresh period RPi , is estimated as follows
W

f ail
Costi,pi,p =P f ailRPi,p × SLAVi,p
+
nof ail
(1 − P f ailRPi,p ) × (SLAVi,p
+ Energyi,p )
(11)

More specifically, there are two cases (multiplied by the
respective probability). The node may fail due to an UE, in
which case the provider will pay the SLA violation cost for all
the VMs on the node for the entire period. If the node does not
experience an UE (and thus does not fail), the provider may
still pay SLA violation costs due to VM migrations and/or
node overload, plus the cost of the energy consumed by the
node to run the VMs at the configured DRAM refresh period.
III. S CHEDULING AND S YSTEM C ONFIGURATION P OLICY
Ideally, a scheduling algorithm would find the optimal
VM placements and DRAM refresh periods for all nodes
and for each period, so as to minimize the total operating
cost of a data center over all periods. One problem is that,
in practice, VM workloads and CPU requirements are not
known in advance. Moreover, even if these were known, this
optimization problem is NP-hard even for a single period.
In this section, we first introduce some approximations in
order to (i) make the problem tractable, and (ii) do so with
realistic input. Then, we introduce a workload scheduling
and node configuration policy which focuses on maximizing
the profit margin for data center infrastructure providers by
exploiting DRAM operation at reduced margins.
A. Approximations
In a realistic setting, the future behavior of VMs is not
known in advance. As a prediction of VM CPU requirements
during the next period, we use a weighted average of CPU
occupancy by each VM during previous scheduling periods
with exponentially decreasing weights for older observations.
Moreover, we focus on greedily maximizing operator profit
at the granularity of each scheduling period, based on Equation 11. In a similar vein, before each period, a cost-driven
approach is applied to identify the preferred configuration of
each node individually rather than at the data center-level. This
approach improves the scalability of the scheduling policy with
respect to the total number of VMs and nodes. The only step
requiring a global overview of node status at the data center is
the allocation of newly arriving and migrating VMs to nodes,
however, this typically involves just a few VMs.
B. VM Scheduling and Node Configuration – RM-DRAM
We introduce ReducedMargins-DRAM (RM-DRAM), a VM
scheduling and node configuration policy that tries to reduce
the cost for the cloud infrastructure provider by exploiting
the refresh margins of DRAMs in an educated manner. In a
nutshell, RM-DRAM exploits the extended margins of DRAMs
on top of VM consolidation. For VM consolidation, we
follow the approach in [13], however we propose cost-driven
heuristics. To the best of our knowledge we are the first to
propose a policy which considers DRAM operation at reduced
margins on top of VM consolidation.
RM-DRAM is executed at the boundaries of scheduling
periods and identifies a good balance between energy cost
reduction and the cost of potential SLA violation penalties,
by applying a set of heuristics to select a mapping of VMs

to nodes and decide the appropriate DRAM refresh period for
each node. More specifically, for each scheduling period p, the
policy executes a series of steps, described below.
During the first step, equation 11 is used to calculate the
a posteriori optimal RPi configuration (nominal or extended)
for each node ni independently, according to the behavior of
VMs on that node in the previous period.
Given that configuration, node overloads are identified according to the past behavior of VMs, and VMs are selected for
migration away from overloaded nodes. Algorithm 1 describes
this step in detail. We use information of past CPU utilization (with exponential aging) to predict CPU requirements
of each VM during the next period. A node is considered
to be overloaded if the expected CPU utilization of VMs
allocated on that node exceeds a CPU utilization threshold
(thresholdutil ). Also, overloaded nodes are checked – in
parallel – to select the VMs to be migrated away from them
in a cost-driven manner. A VM is migrated only if this is
expected to introduce less cost than risking to leave the node
at an overloaded state. The policy selects for migration the VM
that will introduce the lowest cost (lines 9-14). Finally, VMs
selected for migration are added to the set of VMs that need to
be re-scheduled (V M sF orSchedulingp ), and the workload is
updated accordingly. This is repeated until no VM migration
is deemed cost-effective (lines 15-20) or the node in question
is no longer considered to be overloaded (line 6).
In the third step, the migrated VMs and newly arriving VMs are allocated to nodes. We sort the VMs in the
V M sF orSchedulingp set in decreasing CPU utilization order
and then we allocate them to nodes with a Knapsack-like approach. More specifically, we estimate the effect of allocating
the VM at hand on the cost of each node ni (energy cost and
SLA violations cost), assuming the node will maintain the a
posteriori optimal RPi calculated during the first step of the
policy. Each VM in the V M sF orSchedulingp is eventually
hosted on the node that introduces the smallest cost increment.
At this point, the algorithm identifies opportunities to
power-off nodes. Starting from the least utilized node, it
checks whether all hosted VMs can be migrated to other
nodes without overloading them. The destination node for such
migrations is chosen using the heuristic discussed previously.
The final step, described in Algorithm 2, is to find the
optimal configuration independently for each node, given
the VM placement for the next scheduling period and the
predictions for future CPU requirements of each VM. The
optimal node configuration minimizes the cost at the node
level, therefore for a fixed VM-to-nodes mapping the total
cost for the entire data center as well, taking into account both
energy consumption and potential SLA violation costs. Again,
we use Equation 11 to estimate the cost for each node/memory
configuration, and apply the one that introduces the lowest
cost. This step is similar to the first step. In the first step,
however, we calculate the a posteriori optimal configuration
of each node, given the known behavior of VMs during the
previous period. In this step, we select the operating point
for the next period, given the (potentially different, due to

Algorithm 1 Overload detection and VM migration
Input: ni , Wi,p
mig
, V M sF orSchedulingp
Output: Wi,p
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

estimate CPU utilization ui
if ui > thresholdutil then
for V Mm in vmListP
ni do
K
mig
Costmigration
←
m
k=1 SLAVi,m,k
end for
while ui > thresholdutil do
W
Costmin ← Costi i,p
mig
VM
← N U LL
for V Mm in Wi,p do
W −{V Mm }
< Costmin
if Costmigration
+ Costi i,p
m
then
W −{V Mm }
Costmin = Costmigration
+ Costi i,p
m
mig
VM
← V Mm
end if
end for
if V M mig ! = N U LL then
lef t
Wi,p
add {V M mig }
V M sF orSchedulingp add {V M mig }
else
break
end if
re-evaluate ui
end while
end if

Algorithm 2 Node configuration for cost minimization
Input: ni , RP List
Output: Node ni configuration at RPief f icient
1: Costmin ← ∞
ef f icient
2: RPi
← RPinominal
3: for RPi in RP List do
W
4:
estimate Costi p,i at RPi
W
5:
if Costmin > Costi p,i then
W
6:
Costmin ← Costi p,i
7:
RPief f icient ← RPi
8:
end if
9: end for
ef f icient
10: configure node ni at RPi

migrations and assignment of new VMs) workload of the node
for that period, and estimating future CPU requirements of the
workload using past information.
IV. C HARACTERIZATION AND M ODELING OF DRAM
P OWER AND E RROR B EHAVIOR
This section presents the details of the DRAM error and
power models that were developed for estimating CEi,m,p ,
UE
Pi,m,p
and P ower(RPi,p , ui,k ) under various refresh periods
in Equations 3, 4 and 10, respectively.
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We build a DRAM error model that considers not only the
DRAM temperature and the refresh period, as prior works [7],
[20], but also workload specific features. Such a model allows
us to distinguish the DRAM reliability behavior based on the
different traces that can be simulated in CloudSim (and which
provide information about access rates and memory footprint),
while considering recent findings that show that DRAM errors
are workload-dependent and may vary by 8x across workloads [21]. Formally, our model predicts a target DRAM error
UE
) for V Mm running on server ni
metric (i.e. CEi,m,p or Pi,m,p
during scheduling period p, with DRAM operating at refresh
period RPi,p and DRAM temperature T EM P as:
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Fig. 2: a) Modeling of CEi,m,p variation across different
DRAM chips; b) The maximum and average DRAM power.

B. Characterization Infrastructure
M etric =

SLA
M L(M emR
m , M emm , RPi,p , T EM P )

(12)

where M L is a trained ML model that predicts M etric,
M emR
m is the average memory access rate of V Mm , and
M emSLA
is the size of memory allocated by V Mm .
m
The model uses a machine learning technique, the K-nearest
neighbors algorithm, which was found to lead to a high DRAM
error prediction accuracy [22]. To train the model, we collect
UE
CEi,m,p and Pi,m,p
by executing different workloads under
various refresh periods and temperatures. For each workload
we collect a set of inherent program features using a profiling
tool as in [22]. However, rather than extracting numerous
program features, we consider the memory access rate, which
was found to have the highest impact on DRAM errors and
the memory footprint of each application. Both are available
from Google traces.
In our model, we predict CEi,m,p also taking into consideration the DIMM-to-DIMM variation, i.e the difference in
DRAM error behavior across different chips. In particular, we
use the obtained difference in CEi,m,p across DRAM devices
to estimate the standard deviation of CEi,m,p . To predict the
number of CEs for a specific workload when DRAM operates
under relaxed circuit parameters and temperature, we first
predict the mean CEi,m,p , and then build a Gaussian distribution using this mean and the obtained standard deviation.
We randomly sample a CEi,m,p from the obtained Gaussian
distribution, thus simulating the DIMM-to-DIMM variation.
Figure 2a illustrates such a sampling procedure where the
mean CEi,m,p (assuming the length K × SlotT of period p is
5 minutes) is predicted by the model for one of the executed
benchmarks, i.e. the memcached workload, when DRAM
operates under 2.283 s refresh period at 50◦ C. We extend
the model to automatically build the Gaussian distribution
of CEi,m,p using the predicted mean and average standard
deviation and randomly sample CEi,m,p . For example, sample
1 corresponds to CEi,m,p = 1800 (the probability to sample
this CEi,m,p is about 0.054), while sample 2 corresponds to
CEi,m,p = 2200 (the probability to sample this CEi,m,p is
about 0.053). We apply the same approach to consider the
UE
DIMM-to-DIMM variation when estimating Pi,m,p
.

To collect the required datasets and train the model, we
run compute intensive benchmarks (Rodinia, Parsec), data
analytics benchmarks (Ligra) and Cloud workloads, such as
memcached on a commodity 64-bit ARMv8-based server, the
X-Gene2 Server-on-a-Chip. The server consists of eight 64-bit
ARMv8 cores running at 2.4GHz and 4 Micron DDR3 8GB
DIMMs operating at 1866 MHz. The server can support up to
256GB of DRAM memory1 . We measure the power of the SoC
and DRAM using on-board sensors. The system implements
ECC SECDED (single error correction, double error detection)
and reports to the Linux kernel all detected CEs and UEs. We
quantified the hardware and Linux kernel overhead to handle
and report a single CE to be 100 µs on average. We use this
DRAM error handling overhead in Equation 2.
We perform the experiments under various RP values,
ranging from 64ms to 2283ms. At relaxed operating points we
also operate DRAM at the minimum possible supply voltage
of 1.428V (lower than the nominal 1.5V). Our study indicated
that such a voltage reduces the power with a negligible impact
on the number of DRAM errors under any temperature.
To train the DRAM error behavior model for different
temperatures, we utilized a temperature-controlled testbed with
heating elements, as discussed in our previous study [22]. We
use three temperature levels: 50◦ C, 60◦ C and 70◦ C, that are
common in dense server environments [7], [23], [24].
C. Modeling DRAM Power and Power at the Plug
1) DRAM power: DRAM power varies across different
workloads. Figure 2b shows how the maximum (Max) and average DRAM power (Average) changes with the refresh period
(under the lowest supply voltage). In this figure, Max depicts
the maximum dynamic power observed in our experiments,
which is incurred by the pagerank benchmark, while Average
corresponds to the dynamic DRAM power averaged over
all benchmark runs. We see that the maximum and average
DRAM power can be reduced by 21 % and 30 %, respectively,
when DIMMs operate under relaxed circuit parameters.
1 In Section V we extrapolate to 512GB as well, in order to evaluate the
effects on big-memory servers.
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Fig. 3: a) DRAM power savings that can be achieved under
different RP and lowered VDD (1.428V); b) Scaling of
DRAM power savings (at the plug) with memory size.

2) Power at the plug: Figure 3a compares the power
savings that can be achieved for DRAMs and the entire system
i.e. P ower(RPi,p , ui,k ) by scaling the refresh period under the
lowered voltage. Power at the plug has been measured using a
digital power meter. We see that the maximum savings are up
to 3% if we measure power at the plug with a fully utilized
CPU. In our experimental framework, we use only 4 DIMMs
or 32 GB of memory in total. However, servers in modern
data centers are equipped with many more DRAM devices
to process data. The provided power gain that we measure
at the plug scales up with memory size and the number of
DRAM devices used by servers. Figure 3b shows how the
power savings scale with memory size, assuming full CPU
utilization. To estimate the savings, we project the system
power by increasing the number of DIMMs (up to 2TB).
Note that the system power grows linearly with the number of
DIMM devices [25]. We see that system power savings due
to DRAM operation at reduced margins grow logarithmically
with the size of memory (and the number of DIMM devices)
and are in the order of 25% for a 2TB system.
The above examples are for the case where the CPU is
fully loaded. However, in the general case, the system may be
underloaded. The power model in the experimental evaluation
also considers CPU utilization.
V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
In this section, we present an experimental evaluation of
RM-DRAM via simulations that quantify the trade-off between
energy cost and potential SLA violation penalties. We resort
to simulations as it is not feasible to obtain access to a largescale installation with administrator privileges; the latter are
necessary in order to set/increase the DRAM refresh period
beyond the nominal value.
A. Simulation Setup
For our simulations we use the popular CloudSim
toolkit [15]. CloudSim already supports several useful mechanisms such as VM consolidation, and it allows to configure
many parameters of server nodes. We extended CloudSim
to support configuration of the nodes at reduced margins by
setting the DRAM refresh period and voltage, and to simulate
CEs and UEs due to the operation of DRAM at reduced

margins, using the memory model discussed in Section IV.
We also implemented the RM-DRAM scheduling policy based
on the cost model discussed in Section II.
As an indicative workload, we use a subset of Google
traces [16] consisting of 10,000 VMs submitted for execution
to the data center over 1 day. This corresponds to 288
scheduling periods / invocations of the scheduling policy (the
scheduling period is 5 minutes). Each simulation is repeated
10 times and we report the average metrics across all 10 runs.
To evaluate the effect of DRAM operation at reduced margins we consider the nominal refresh period of 64 ms and four
indicative extended refresh period (RP ) settings of 618, 1173,
1723 and 2283 ms, which can be chosen by our RM-DRAM
policy to reduce the node’s energy consumption. Moreover, we
perform simulations with nodes of different DRAM capacity.
Higher DRAM capacity may offer more energy gains, however
the probability of an error increases as nodes accommodate
more VMs with a larger memory footprint. More specifically,
we explore four different data center scenarios where nodes are
homogeneous and all have 64GB, 128GB, 256GB and 512GB
of DRAM, respectively.
According to our approach depicted in Figure 1, our policy receives from the traces the arrival/completion time and
SLA
and memory footprint
maximum CPU requirements CP Um
SLA
M emm for each V Mm . Also, for each scheduling period
req
and memory
p, the VM’s actual CPU requirements CP Um,p
SLA
req
R
access rate M emm,p . The CP Um,p , M emm and M emR
m,p
are forwarded to the DRAM error and system power model,
together with the evaluated RPi,p setting for each node ni
considered to host V Mm . In turn, the model returns the
expected number of CEs CEi,m,p and the probability of UE
UE
Pi,m,p
for V Mm .
As discussed in Section IV, one more parameter that affects
the number of errors is temperature. This parameter is not
usually controlled by the operator, hence it is important for a
cloud policy to be adaptive in this respect. In the evaluation,
we consider the operating temperatures modeled in section IV:
50, 60 and 70◦ C.
We also use real values for the energy cost [26] and VM
pricing [27]. The energy price in our experiments is $0.15
per KWh and the VM price range for the types of VMs in
the traces is $0.0057 - $0.4608 per hour, depending on the
memory and core requirements of each VM.
We compare our RM-DRAM policy with the LrMmt policy [13], which performs VM consolidation. LrMmt uses local
regression for identifying overloaded nodes and selects for
migration the VMs with the minimum migration time. The
adaptive heuristics employed by LrMmt for VM consolidation
outperform the optimal online deterministic algorithm, therefore LrMmt is an excellent challenger for RM-DRAM.
B. Results and Discussion
Both RM-DRAM and LrMmt take a target node utilization
as a parameter. The goal of this parameter is to guard against
node overloads. LrMmt blindly tries to respect the target
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Fig. 4: Relative cost (left y-axis, bars, normalized w.r.t. LrMmt at the same memory capacity) and relative energy consumption
(right y-axis, lines, normalized w.r.t. LrMmt at 512GB), for effectively equal node utilization. Left y-axis starts at 0.4.
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Fig. 5: Relative cost (left y-axis, bars, normalized w.r.t. LrMmt at the same memory capacity) and relative energy consumption
(right y-axis, lines, normalized w.r.t. LrMmt at 512GB), for the same target node utilization. Left y-axis starts at 0.4.

utilization. The cost-aware VM consolidation policy of RMDRAM, however, may violate the threshold – and risk paying
SLA violation penalties due to overloads – if this is deemed
to be a more cost-efficient option compared to migrating
excessive VMs and/or activating more nodes. As a result,
RM-DRAM may end up with higher effective (actual) node
utilization and less active nodes. This makes energy gains by
DRAM operation at reduced margins hard to distinguish from
energy gains due to more cost-effective VM consolidation.
In a first set of experiments, we focus on the gains obtained
when DRAM is operated at reduced margins. We compare
execution with approximately the same effective node utilization by LrMmt and RM-DRAM (which do not necessarily
correspond to the same target utilization). More specifically,
we manipulate the utilization target parameter to achieve an
effective utilization of approximately 65% for each policy
(a sweetspot between the optimal utilization targets of the
two policies). This effectively factors-out the gains due to the
more aggressive VM consolidation employed by RM-DRAM.
Figure 4 illustrates the cost reduction and energy gains due
to operation at reduced DRAM margins. The bars (left y-axis)
correspond to the total cost for the data center normalized over
LrMmt for each memory capacity. The cost is broken down
to the cost of energy and the SLA violation penalty cost due

to VM migrations, node overloads and node failures. The red
lines (right y-axis) correspond to the total energy cost of each
configuration/policy normalized to the energy cost of LrMmt
for nodes with 512GB DRAM. Note that one cannot compare
the bars of different groups (memory capacities) in a direct
way; to do so, one would have to scale their size relatively
to the corresponding red line which shows the total cost with
respect to a common reference (LrMmt for 512GB).
We observe that RM-DRAM successfully exploits the reduced margins of DRAMs. The energy gains w.r.t. the nominal DRAM configuration (represented by the green bars on
LrMmt) depend more on nodes’ DRAM capacity, rather than
on temperature. They increase with higher DRAM capacity,
reaching up to 16.69% for 512GB. In many cases, RM-DRAM
approaches the highest feasible energy gains for the DRAM
capacity at hand. Even in high temperatures, cost gains due to
reduced margins are both feasible and significant.
In a second series of experiments, we study the combined
effect of DRAM operation at reduced margins and VM consolidation, by setting the same target utilization threshold (again
65%) for both applications. Figure 5 illustrates the cost benefit
(bars) and energy benefit (lines) of RM-DRAM w.r.t. LrMmt
for the four different memory capacity scenarios. We observe a
clear tradeoff between the cost of migrations and cost of node
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cost due to penalties. At 70◦ C, where the probability of UEs
also increases, RM-DRAM configures some of the nodes at
the nominal settings, the other dominant refresh period being
618ms, which is the most conservative of the ones considered
in the experimental evaluation.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Much of the previous research efforts on energy efficient
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Fig. 6: Percentage of nodes configured to each refresh period
setting (RP ) for different DRAM capacities and temperatures.

overloads. Contrary to LrMmt, RM-DRAM opts to increase the
load of nodes – risking to overload them – thus decreasing
both VM migrations and the number of active nodes. More
specifically RM-DRAM switches off, on average, 26.23% more
nodes compared with LrMmt. RM-DRAM achieves 34.84%
energy reduction on average. 16.69% comes from reduced
margins and the rest from cost-aware VM consolidation.
Our policy succeeds to reduce the cost for all DRAM
capacities and temperatures w.r.t. LrMmt. The cost reduction
ranges from 11.01% to 29.53% on average, depending on
nodes’ DRAM capacity and temperature. A larger DRAM
capacity offers more opportunities for decreasing the cost
thanks to configuration at reduced margins. A higher temperature increases the probability of errors, thus is associated
with a higher probability of SLA violation penalty costs. RMDRAM configures nodes more aggressively at reduced DRAM
margins when the probability of errors is low, as in the case
for 50 and 60◦ C. However, it risks potential overloads due
to error rate deviations related to application- and DIMMto-DIMM variation. At 70◦ C, where the expected error rate
is higher and there is an increased probability for UEs, RMDRAM is more conservative. As a result, it configures nodes so
as to avoid crashes, however at the expense of slightly higher
energy and total cost. The average percentage of node crashes
in the simulations at 70◦ C is just 0.0037%. No crashes were
observed at lower temperatures.
Figure 6 shows the percentage of nodes configured to each
of the supported RP settings for different DRAM capacities
and temperatures. As expected, the most significant parameter
affecting the selection of RP is temperature. At 50◦ C and
60◦ C almost all the nodes are configured at reduced margins,
however at different refresh rates. At 50◦ C, the three highest
refresh periods are equally preferred. This is expected, as – at
this temperature – they result to almost the same power gains,
and very similar average error rates, making the error deviation
due to application- and DIMM-to-DIMM-variance a dominant
factor in the selection. At 60◦ C errors rates increase, and RMDRAM avoids configuring node DRAMs at the highest refresh
period, as it deems that energy gains will not outweigh the

aware VM consolidation to pack VMs to as few nodes as
possible in order to enable unused nodes to go to a lowpower mode [13]. More recent works introduce optimized VM
consolidation algorithms which target the reduction of VM
migrations [28], [29].
Modern processors support DVFS which is used to improve
energy efficient task scheduling on servers that are either idle
or operate under light workload conditions. [30] introduces a
VM allocation algorithm for a DVFS-enabled cluster, whereas
the authors in [31] exploit DVFS to reduce energy consumption for the execution of tasks with deadline constraints.
The previous techniques may adversely affect performance
and Quality of Service (QoS) to the extent that they may
break SLAs contracted to the Cloud provider. This is further
complicated by the dynamically changing workloads and resource requirements. [14] combines DVFS with a VM consolidation policy to reduce power consumption while preventing
performance degradation considering the DVFS configuration
that would be necessary to maintain Quality of Service. In
this work, to isolate the effects due to the exploitation of
memory margins and cost-aware migrations (rather than due
to CPU techniques for energy efficiency), we compare RMDRAM against [13] (rather than [14]).
Going beyond DVFS, recent work has showed that the
conservative CPU voltage margins can be exploited on top of
VM consolidation to further improve energy efficiency, by selectively placing VMs on nodes where the CPU is undervolted
in a controlled way to save energy without compromising
performance [32]. In this work we focus on DRAMs rather
than CPUs. On CPUs, manifested errors usually result to
node crashes or SDCs. Memory behavior is more graceful;
the probability of errors can be modelled, and CEs manifest at
rates that are orders of magnitude higher compared to UEs, for
realistic operating temperatures and educated configuration at
extended operating points. This, in turn, calls for a significantly
different system model and the design of suitable workloadand system-management policies. Moreover, in this work we
combine DRAM operation at reduced margins with costaware, rather than threshold-based VM migration heuristics.
In our evaluation framework rather than using workload
unaware DRAM error models as in existing studies [9], [11],
[12], [33], we extend our recent workload aware DRAM error
model with power values and retrain it to consider features
that are highly correlated with DRAM reliability but can also
be considered by the relevant input traces in Cloudsim.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduce a VM scheduling policy that
reduces the total energy cost and thereby increases the profit
of data center providers by (i) operating the DRAM at reduced
margins in an educated way, and (ii) by applying cost-aware
VM consolidation. The policy is based on a new system model.
We evaluate the proposed approach using publicly available
workload traces, power consumption values and estimated
error rates for reduced margin operation coming from a
memory reliability and power model that is trained using
data from the characterization of a real, ARM-based server
platform. Our results show that significant cost gains can
be achieved compared with a state-of-the-art VM scheduling
policy, up to 29.53% for large scale systems, even when
operated at adverse temperature conditions. Those gains come
from both reducing the excessive supply voltage and refresh
period margins of modern DRAMs, and from applying costrather than threshold-based criteria for VM consolidation.
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